
Phonics at Home
Phase 3

Phonics with  Alphablocks



Who are the Alphablocks?
The Alphablocks are a television programme that is shown 
on the BBC.  Each grapheme is represented and personified 

by a character.  Each character has their own sound or 
phoneme.  We have chosen the Alphablocks resource 

because they demonstrate good pronunciation
and they are fun to watch.



Phase Three Sounds

j v w x y z zz qu ch

jelly volcano web fox yoyo zebra pizza queen chicken

sh th ng ai ee igh oa oo oo

shoe thumb ring snail sheep night boat moon book

ar or ur ow oi ear air ure er

star fork burger owl coin ear chair pure hammer

Click on a grapheme to learn about its phoneme or sound.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzIgl_LLpuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCPhZ7CGjKU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3FOcdMtI-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMZ0zu_0zvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaIhPXqzZ0Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_CMjDdTdt0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iiU8DudAbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMspq_bVggM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFFQJ3VYopE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRBvIE3v3N0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI-WbhuVOXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvEnyKWXcTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_KYgujWQSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9I-8iKE3Gk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGBbRgihRgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NN8gsI2FBQw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWWUHqH0VSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OelN5uPPMpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OelN5uPPMpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9f4KYUD0LMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7LfVYpWyfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMuAjxj6bSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8RRG_r2OTs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CN0vbgpCThI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwa-FUIDWN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CN0vbgpCThI


Enunciation and Pronunciation

The shape of our mouths and the sounds that we make when 
‘sounding out’ in phonics is essential.  The way we say each 
individual phoneme or letter sound is important.  It is not 
always easy; it takes a lot of practise and even teachers can 
get this wrong!  When we talk, we do not tend to open our 
mouths very wide.  Initially, try to over emphasise the sound 
or phoneme and open your mouth a little wider than usual.  If 
the sound or phoneme is spoken correctly then the child will 
not be able to blend or segment.

To check the correct the pronunciation of the phonemes please 
visit our Walter Tube channel.  Mr Lee has made a video with 
each sound and a flash card.

https://youtu.be/XLbV0QUe_9k

https://youtu.be/XLbV0QUe_9k
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Phase 2 and 3 Flash Cards
The children should practise their 

pronunciation and phonemes 
regularly.  To help with this we have 
designed flash cards for Phase 2 and 

3 on our Walter Tube Channel.




